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Four Personalities
  I. Yellow
  II. White
  III. Blue
  IV. Red

Temporal Variations
  I. Theme
  II. Oration
  III. March
  IV. Exercises
  V. Commination
  VI. Chorale
  VII. Waltz
  VIII. Polka
  IX. Resolution

**There will be a 10-minute intermission**

Cinq Pieces Pour Le Hautbois
  I. La cigale et la fourmire
  IV. Berceuse
  V. Légerdemain

Sextet
  I. Allegro Vivace
  II. Divertissement
  III. Finale

Ashley Stahl, flute
Peter Dayeh, clarinet
Maxwell Grube, bassoon
Christine Pelletier, horn
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